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Base metals 

Weak Chinese economic data released over the weekend has set the tone for Monday 

morning, with the base metals complex coming under fairly sustained selling pressure. 

Copper and lead have managed to recover; however, the rest of the metals are 

continuing to slide ahead of US trade. 

Chinese economic data released over the weekend was very soft indeed, with industrial 

production particularly weak. Industrial production collapsed to a 6.9% annual rate in 

August, well below the 9% seen in July and the 8.8% consensus expectation for 

August. It is the lowest growth rate in almost 3 years and adds more weight to the view 

that the economy has lost momentum. Government efforts to support growth have 

seemingly petered out rather quickly, resulting in further talk of stimulus measures and 

monetary easing. Retail sales rose an annual 11.9% in the year to August, again below 

consensus estimates of 12.1%, and below the 12.2% rate seen in July. 

Copper has managed to stabilise after an initial sell-off overnight, with the metal 

trading back above $6,800 heading into the afternoon. Chinese refined copper output 

hit a record in August, coming in at 631 kt according to the latest National Bureau of 

Statistics data and up 7.4% m/m. It’s interesting to note that in spite of that record 

output figure, SHFE copper stocks nevertheless fell throughout August, dropping by 

34kt (31%) from the end of July to the beginning of September.  

Looking at how the SHFE copper market is trading, physical copper in Shanghai is at a 

200 CNY discount to the albeit rapidly expiring September SHFE contract. With Sep-

Oct trading at around a 500 CNY backwardation however, physical is then trading at 

about a 300 CNY premium to the October SHFE contract. Spread tightness meanwhile 

remains a feature for the LME market too, with the spreads tightening up appreciably, 

mainly within the Cash-3m spread and Cash-Oct in particular. In terms of LME 

inventory, while New Orleans saw a 2,850 mt jump in cancelled warrants, more 

interesting was a 475 mt jump in cancelled warrants at Busan, as that location 

continues to see stock draws after the influx of material in July and a modest pick-up in 

late August.  

Aluminium has seen very good volumes build up, though they haven’t been enough to 

arrest the metal’s slide, with aluminium trading below $2,000 for the first time since 

August 18th.  

Elsewhere, nickel and zinc have both been dominated by LME stock changes, with 

nickel on-warrant inventory climbing 4,098 mt. The increase was due to the fresh 

inflow of 966 mt of material in Johor, along with the re-warranting of 198 mt and, 

more strangely, the re-warranting of 2,676 mt of previously cancelled material at 

Rotterdam. Zinc meanwhile saw a large jump in cancelled warrants in the US. Nothing 

unusual given recent zinc stock moves some might say; however, the cancellation of 

12,250 mt was in Detroit rather than New Orleans. 

By Leon Westgate 
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Precious metals 

The precious metals complex has had a very slow start to the week. Given the amount of 

economic data and global events happening, however, that calm start may rapidly fade 

and give way to a bit of a rollercoaster. The FOMC rate decision on September 17th, 

plus the potential for a tweak in the statement given that the next press conference is in 

December, is something to watch for, while the Scottish referendum on Thursday and 

the ECB’s first long-term repo may all act to unnerve the global markets generally.  

Gold has rebounded back towards $1,235 heading into the afternoon, though silver 

remains virtually unchanged.  

In other news, Hong Kong’s Gold and Silver Exchange Society has been given permission 

to set up a precious metals vault in Shenzhen. It is the first non-mainland Chinese 

exchange to be able to have on-shore commodity warehousing access. Construction is 

due to start next year and to take around 18 months, though the move nevertheless 

paves the way for other exchanges to follow suit.  

Palladium has continued to recover following its sharp sell-off last week, though the 

metal has failed so far to trade back above its 100-day MA. Platinum has stabilised but 

is bumping along the bottom it seems, with little enthusiasm for a significant recovery at 

the moment.  

By Leon Westgate 

Bulks 

Chinese financial steels finally found their bottom last Thursday and continued to 

bounce strongly again today, driven by sharp improvements over the weekend in steel 

prices, amid frenzied physical steel restocking conditions, with billet up as much as  

RMB 110/t at one point, highlighting pricing dislocation ahead of the Oct holidays in 

2-weeks’ time. Interestingly, HRC prices began to rally ahead of rebar prices, driven by 

the “better-performing” manufacturing sector, relative to property. Meanwhile financial 

rebar rallied up to Hebei Steel’s “bottom” price of RMB 2,830/t. 

However, finally we have a set of data showing us yet again that China’s steel industry is 

the fortune teller for China’s economy overall. While August PMIs failed to highlight the 

extent of the recent slowdown in conditions, the weekend’s August IP and electricity 

prints finally gave us the proof we have looked for, since early-August’s steel price 

decline first began.  

China’s IP rose just 6.9% y/y in August, dropping significantly from 9% y/y in July, the 

weakest since Dec-08 – with all sectors capitulating to the momentum loss. We had 

previously commented that conditions in China across August had felt like 2H08 all over 

again, based on the dramatic steel destock. Retail sales grew 11.9% (12.2% July: 

12.2% exp.), while FAI YTD August climbed 16.5% (17% in July & 16.9% exp.), both 

also below expectations. Of even more surprise, August’s electricity output actually fell 

2% y/y, underpinning the difficulties the coal industry experienced in August.   

In IO, China’s price dislocation uncertainties have generated a larger-than-normal 

physical trading range today of $3/t. A PB fines Oct-cargo traded at $85/t on CBMX, 

while, on globalORE, 2 MNP Nov-cargoes have traded today, one at $84.20/t, the 

other at $84.50/t, while a PB fines (Fe 62% basis) Oct-cargo traded at $87/t. Vale is 

running x2 index-linked tenders today.  

Shanghai Equities ended up 0.31% to 2,339 points, failing to capitulate to the 

weekend’s weaker data, with stimulus hopes keeping investors in the market.  

This comes despite persistent Beijing messaging that further monetary stimulus will not 

be used to spur growth. Shanghai’s Securities News parroted this point today, warning 
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the PBOC not to cut interest rates but rather to employ other tools, including targeted 

RRR cuts and further open market operations. Employment remains healthy and urban 

incomes are still rising faster than nominal GDP. China added 9.7m new roles August 

YTD. On the other hand, property continues to weaken, with Hangzhou prices said to be 

off as much as 30% in August in some regions. Liaoning will be the recipient of  

RMB 1 trillion in fresh investment over the next 3 years.  

Shanghai Rebar Futures active Jan-15 contract closed up a whopping RMB 55/t at 

RMB 2,826/t, while the May-15 contract closed up RMB 58/t at RMB 2,861/t. 

Dazong HRC Nov-14 futures shifted up another strong RMB 39/t to RMB 2,999/t, 

while SHFE HRC Jan-15 futures rose RMB 28/t to RMB 2,996/t.  

Among physical steels, Tangshan billet prices rose as high as RMB 2,500/t over the 

weekend in frenzied restocking, before closing at RMB 2,450/t, up RMB 60/t, while 

remaining stable today. In Shanghai, rebar prices increased by RMB 10/t, with prices in 

Beijing remaining stable, both far less frenzied. In HRC, prices in Shanghai actually fell 

by RMB 10/t, while Beijing prices increased by RMB 10/t. 

China’s crude steel output rose 1% y/y in August to 68.91mt, amounting to a daily rate 

of 2.223mt, up 0.86% compared to July’s 2.204mt rate. This helped compound 

August’s dramatic steel destock and resultant price falls. August YTD steel output is up 

2.6% at 550.1mt. Meanwhile China’s August pig iron output rose 0.2% y/y to 

60.33mt, with YTD up 0.5% y/y to 483.25mt. We expect September steel/PI output 

rates to weaken.  

The Dalian Commodity Exchange IO active Jan-15 contract rose RMB 7/t to  

RMB 598/t (less than IO swaps), while the May-15 contract closed up RMB 10/t at 

RMB 594/t. Among physical iron ore, BHP sold a Yandi Fe 58% fines mid-Oct cargo at 

$72.95/t, while Vale tendered a SSFG Fe 60.93% late-Sep fines cargo at index less 

$6.04/t and an LOCJ (lump) Fe 61.59% late-Sep cargo – although no price was 

available for the latter. On globalORE, a PB fines (62%-basis) Oct-cargo sold at $87/t, 

together with two MNP Nov-cargoes at $84.20/t and $84.50/t respectively.  

On COREX, an Fe 61% PB fines Oct-cargo traded at $85/t, followed by a 2nd Sept 

cargo at $84.50/t.   

The TSI Fe 62% CFR China price index rose $3.20/t to $85.20/t (MTD: $/84.10t), 

while the 58% Fe rate lifted $1.20/t to $72.70 (MTD: $73.70/t). The Platts Fe 62% 

index rose $2.25/t to $85.75/t (MTD: $84.50/t). The Metal Bulletin Fe 62% index 

printed up $3.20/t to $85.58$/t, while its Fe 58% index printed $2.26/t higher at 

$69.54/t. The Argus Fe 62% index printed up $2.75/t at $83.40/t. Mysteel’s Fe 

62% index rose $1.50/t to $84/t, while its Fe 58% index lifted 50 cents to $72.50/t. 

In IO supply news, Vale is considering how to benefit from the US’s potential DR pellet 

upside, investigating whether a dedicated logistics chain is viable in a bid to lock out 

other competitors, with VAI’s 2mtpa Texas HBI facility set to be on line by end-2015. 

India’s 30mtpa NMDC is to complete 2 new mines with 14mtpa of capacity by 2Q15 to 

feed domestic steel expansions. Sable Mining has delayed its Guinea 3mtpa 50:50 

lump-fines DSO BFS via panama until Q1:15.  

Turkish scrap fell $7/t w/w to $375/t, potentially impacted by higher Chinese steel 

exports and weakening Atlantic steel demand, having been supported this year, relative 

to IO prices, by improved US domestic economic conditions and tensions between 

Ukraine and Russia.  

The Baltic Exchange Cape index shifted down 1.4% to $17,219/day, with C3 at 

$22.535/t and C5 at $8.591/t, while C4 is $10.77/t and C7 printed at $10.25/t. 

FFA Cal15 capes are trading in the $18,400/day range, while Q4:14 is trading in the 

$22,600/day range. To the end of this August, 48 net new cape vessels, representing 
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9.4m dwt, had been delivered into the market, compared to 43 capes/10.8m dwt by 

last August.   

India’s IP slowed from 3.4% y/y in June, to just 0.5% y/y in July, impacting steel and 

thermal consumption growth patterns, following a lack of investment over the past few 

years due to high inflation and therefore interest rates.  

For Q4:14 thermal coal prices, API 2 is trading at $75.40/t; API 4 is trading at 

$69.75/t; while Newcastle is trading at $67/t. Among physical thermal deals, NEWC 

Oct-cargo traded at $66.25/t, in line with Friday’s levels, while an RB1 Oct-cargo 

traded up $1.25/t to $68.50/t and an ARA Nov-cargo traded at $75.80/t, mid-range 

with Friday’s two trades.   

Indonesia exported 224mt of coal YTD August (with 330mt full-year exports expected, 

off 20mt y/y), having produced 280mt, within the 421mt cap for calendar-2014. 

Colombia has upped its 2014 output forecasts from 89.1mt to 95mt, compared to 

output of 85.5mt last year. Russian coal exports are expected to be up 12mt y/y to 

150mt, with 350mt of output expected.   

Zhengzhou Futures Sept-14 thermal contract prices rose RMB 2.8 /t to  

RMB 512.80/t, while the May-15 contract rose RMB 3.4/t to RMB 507/t.  

Total Chinese port stocks rose by 0.6% to 16.59mt, while GZ stocks fell 5.2% d/d to 

2.58mt and QHD stocks increased 1.0% d/d to 6.10mt. API 8 Q4 prices have 

improved on the back of news that the Beijing region will ban coals over 16% ash and 

1% sulphur from consumption from 1 Jan-2015, a year ahead of the State Council’s 

planned nationwide ban, with lignites below 3,946 kcal and non-lignites below 

4,300kcal also banned.    

Electricity output in China dropped to 495.9 TWh last month, falling 2.2% from the 

previous year and down 1.76% from July. Thermal power accounted for 71.14% or 

352.8 KWh in August, falling 11.3% year on year and down 3.71% from July, impacted 

by strong hydropower output and weak industrial demand. Rich rainfall boosted 

hydropower to a new high of 117.8 TWh in August, surging 37.2% year on year and up 

4.06% from July. Over January-August, total power output rose 4.4% from the year 

prior to 3,620 TWh, with thermal power and hydropower output growing 1.4% and 

17.2% year on year to 2,821.5 TWh and 601.2 TWh respectively. 

Shenhua sold 53.4mt in August, up 15.4mt from July and up 36% y/y. Its August YTD 

sales are running at 303.4mt, down from 315.1mt last year, due to slowing demand 

and greater competition from alternative energy sources.  

Premium Hard Coking Coal spot prices are trading in the $108-$113/t Qld FOB range, 

with China CFR prices ranging $118-$123/t. 2 low-vol deals on Friday (Oct/Nov 

cargoes) were concluded at $123/t China CFR, while a mid-vol Canadian cargo traded 

at $114-116/t mid-week and a PCI cargo traded at $93/t. Semi-soft is trading into 

Europe at $85-89/t CFR range. TSI FOB Qld printed up at $111.9/t, while China CFR 

printed off at $122/t. MB FOB Qld printed up 36 cents at $111.93/t, while China 

CFR printed off 11 cents at $121.71/t. The Argus Qld fob index printed at 

$110.90/t. With the bottom in steel prices finally beckoning, we are finally more bullish 

for met coal pricing now, particularly with Chinese thermal output cuts & import 

reductions.  

On the Dalian Exchange, Jan-15 coke price traded up RMB 17/t to RMB 1,091/t, 

while the May-15 contract rallied RMB 15/t to RMB 1,136/t. Among Dalian HCC 

prices, Jan-15 contract prices closed up RMB 16/t to RMB 794/t, while the May-15 

contract rose RMB 12/t to RMB 814/t. Chinese met coke port stocks remained flat at 

3.5mtpa, while coking coal port stocks fell 2.8% to 8mt.  

By Melinda Moore 
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investment decision based on this communication or for any necessary explanation of its content. It does not take into account the 

particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual clients. Before acting on any advice or recommendations in 

this material, clients should consider whether it is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice. 

The information, tools and material presented in this marketing communication are provided to you for information purposes only and 
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financial instruments referred to in this material. Where SBG designates NON- INDEPENDENT Research to be a “marketing 

communication”, that term is used in SBG’s Research Policy. This policy is available from the Research Compliance Office at SBG. SBG 

does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its non-independent research reports including Marketing Communications. 

As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. 

Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. 

SBG has published a Conflicts of Interest Policy that is available upon request which describes the organisational and administrative 

arrangements for the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest. Further disclosures required under the FCA Conduct of Business 

Sourcebook and other regulatory bodies are available on request from the Research Compliance Department and or Global Conflicts 

Control Room, unless otherwise stated, share prices provided within this material are as at the close of business on the day prior to the 

date of the material. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or 

distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of SBG. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this 

report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of SBG or its affiliates. 

SBG believes the information and opinions in the Disclosure Appendix of this report are accurate and complete. Information and 

opinions presented in the other sections of this communication were obtained or derived from sources SBG believes are reliable, but 

SBG makes no representations as to their accuracy or completeness. Additional information is available upon request. SBG accepts no 

liability for loss arising from the use of the material presented in this report, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the 

extent that liability arises under specific statutes or regulations applicable to SBG. 

The services, securities and investments discussed in this material may not be available to nor suitable for all investors. Investors should 

make their own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and it should be noted that 

investment involves risk, including the risk of capital loss. Past performance is no guide to future performance. In relation to securities 

denominated in foreign currency, movements in exchange rates will have an effect on the value, either favourable or unfavourable. 

Some investments discussed in this marketing communication have a high level of volatility. High volatility investments may experience 

sudden and large falls in their value causing losses when that investment is realised. Those losses may equal your original investment. 

Indeed, in the case of some investments the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment, in such circumstances you 

may be required to pay more money to support those losses. Income yields from investments may fluctuate and, in consequence, initial 

capital paid to make them investment may be used as part of that income yield. Some investments may not be readily realisable and it 

may be difficult to sell or realize those investments, similarly it may prove difficult for you to obtain reliable information about the 

value, or risks, to which such an investment is exposed. 
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